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A recent survey of 800 senior executives in the automotive sector listed digital connectivity and electric vehicle
powertrains as the two most important trends, according to a new report by L2.

Last year, the same categories ranked only ninth and tenth, a testament to how suddenly the two topics have come to
dominate the conversation. As a whole, the automotive industry is slower to capitalize on the possibilities of digital
technology than other sectors, a reality that may in part be due to differences in product.
"T his change in focus is no accident," L2's report states. "Last year, millennials drove 27 percent of new car sales in
the United States, displacing Gen X as the second most influential group of buyers behind boomers."
"Among millennials auto shoppers, 72 percent have considered a hybrid or electric vehicle, 62 percent would pay
more for Internet-enabled vehicles, and 41 percent leverage mobile devices to inform purchase decisions (remotely
and at the dealership)," it continues. "While individual buyer considerations fluctuate by age group, the impact of
digital remains fixed. Across all drivers, 75 percent suggest they would consider conducting the entire car-buying
process online."
"L2 Digital IQ Index: Auto" looks at survey data from executives to determine automotive trends, provides digital IQ
data for 58 brands in the United States, United Kingdom and Europe, analyses of digital marketing, social media and
mobile sites and a "Flash of Genius" section detailing more closely successful campaigns or features.
Riding the brakes
Of the 800 respondents, who hail from 38 countries, 50 percent rated connected car technologies as "extremely
important," a huge jump from 8 percent in 2015. T he jump for battery electric mobility also shot up, from 9 percent to
47 percent, with a smaller but related increase in fuel cell electric mobility.
Connected car technologies have recently been implemented by both T esla (see story) and Mercedes (see story),
while even brands known for their speed have target dates for electric vehicles, including Aston Martin (see story)
and Porsche (see story).
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Of connected cars, the report finds that the majority of applications that allow consumers to connect their
smartphone and vehicle require monthly or yearly payments, with T esla being the only brand eschewing payment
and continually updating. Consumers expect connected cars but are generally reluctant to pay, suggesting that
automakers are looking for a revenue stream in the wrong place.
Other big trends cited are mobility as a service, which Mercedes, BMW and Audi have all recently begun practicing
with new mobile apps, and autonomous driving. Last year, only 3 percent of executives saw autonomous driving as
an extremely important trend, a far cry from the 38 percent who recognize it now.
T he digital IQ of brands varied by country. In the U.S., those with the highest rank were mass-market U.S. and
Japanese manufacturers, followed primarily by German brands. BMW's investment in Instagram they had 82 of the
most popular Instagram posts in the sector landed it a seventh place finish, with Mercedes and Audi finishing at 10th
and 11th and Porsche further behind at 16th.
In general, luxury brands fared worse. Lexus finished 22nd with a score of 109, putting them in the "average"
category, where Lexus, BMW Mini, Land Rover and Jaguar joined them. Maserati and Aston finished close to the
bottom with scores in the "challenged range," with Bentley, Rolls-Royce and Bugatti finishing at the bottom.
Luxury brands tended to perform better overseas, although the ultra high-end McLaren, Rolls-Royce, Ferrari,
Lamborghini, Maserati and Bugatti consistently were placed at or near the bottom. For brands with high price points
and an extremely limited run, getting the word out is not as important, as an ultra-wealthy, loyal clientele will likely
make the purchase anyway and the relative lack of visibility might help foster exclusivity and mystery.
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Nevertheless, Rolls-Royce has begun to shift focus to the digital space to establish relationships with the next
generation of consumers. A new responsive Web site (see story) and the unveiling of the new Dawn (see story)
represent a shift in tactics.
Overall, L2 names Land Rover and T esla as winners compared to digital IQ performance last year and Mercedes
and Lexus as losers by the same measure. T esla and Land Rover have both allocated resource to making mobile
devices more usable and taken steps to improve advertising, while Mercedes and Lexus have lagged behind on
mobile and social media fronts, respectively.
In Europe, new car registrations have grown for 28 consecutive months, and millennials have usurped Generation
Xers as the second biggest buyers of cars, signifying a large demographic that is beginning to earn significant
wealth. T his shift, along with falling fuel prices, suggest that growth will continue, meaning it is essential that brands
make themselves visible and attractive in the digital space where these new consumers live and boomers have
gravitated.
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Among social media findings, U.S. users tend to be far more active on social networks, an ample opportunity for
brands looking to expand their consumer base in the country, and paid advertising is the primary driver of YouT ube
views, as is the case in other sectors. Additionally, users naturally gravitate toward simple hashtags, namely brand
and model names, whereas slogans without the same level of unawareness generally underperform in social
campaigns.
On Facebook, an algorithmic newsfeed has led businesses to decrease the number of posts and back them with
money so as to keep up engagement. Automakers have not responded the same way, with many saturating the
platform with content that goes underfunded and thus under-seen.
Also of note, L2 finds that most brands have regional sites, at first glance suggesting successful localization, but in
fact many key features are unique to only one region's version.
Perhaps most importantly, mobile sites are lagging in the UK and continental Europe, and even those that do
function are far less sophisticated. Car configurators, the option to schedule test drives, and 360-degree views of the
vehicles are largely missing from European mobile sites. Mobile apps, meanwhile, have failed to make a splash.
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In more concrete terms, marketers are allocating a great deal of media spend to the brand's own name at both the
brand and dealership level, meaning that expenses are being wasted on a costly term with little competitive interest.
Generally, someone searching for "Audi" or "BMW" or any other brand by name is looking specifically for relevant
results, paid or otherwise, and will ignore interference.
By contrast, only 1 percent of the time do brands have the top organic search result for unbranded popular search
terms, such as "minivan" or "sedan." Such search terms are far more competitive, meaning visibility is more
significant, yet Chevrolet, Dodge and T oyota are the only brands to have those short terms.
In another under-exploited opportunity, brands do not often partake in email marketing, yet it is a low-cost technique
that accounts for 39 percent of leads for dealerships. While many solicit ZIP codes and models of interest and then
push that information to the consumer's local dealership, follow-ups and offers to schedule a test drive or otherwise
use the information are uncommon.
Pedal to the metal
Despite a handful of shortcomings, successful marketing campaigns tended to have an especially noteworthy
impact. Although likely to die down in the time between films, a heavy James Bond-related push from featured
automakers in the wake of the release of "Spectre" proved very successful.
British automaker Aston Martin is giving consumers one last chance to feel like James Bond.
On Feb. 18, Christie's will celebrate the home video release of "Spectre," the latest James Bond film, with a themed
charity auction fronted by Aston Martin's DB10. T he auction will give Bond fanatics a chance to live their dream,
while the spy's popularity will ensure hefty earnings for a good cause (see story).
T he James Bond association clearly works. L2 found that in November 2015, the month following film's release,

Aston Martin and Jaguar, two heavily featured brands that pushed their appearances heavily, saw traffic double
compared to November 2014.
Although they may lag behind in the digital marketing space, luxury automakers are leaders in the race for
autonomous vehicles by some measures.
German automakers Mercedes-Benz, BMW and Audi are among the leaders in strategy and execution in
autonomous cars, with T esla and Jaguar a bit further behind, according to a recent report by Navigant Research.
Although fully self-driving cars are still at least a decade away, pieces of the technology are already being
implemented into vehicles today, meaning that the battle to be first is already waging. Because of the safety and ease
of such a vehicle, the first brand to release an effective, fully autonomous car could capture a sizable segment of the
market (see story).
"Our thesis is that digital competence is inextricably linked to shareholder value," the report says. "T his study
attempts to quantify the digital competence of 53 distinct Auto brands operating in the United States, United
Kingdom, or Germany. Our aim is to provide a robust tool to diagnose digital strengths and weaknesses, helping
managers achieve greater return on incremental investment."
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